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NEC3 Engineering and Construction 
Contract

Target contracts

Ron Watermeyer 

FSAICE, FIStructE, FICE

Joint Civils Division
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The basic interaction between Engineer and Contractor has 
mutated over the last hundred and fifty years from ‘master 
and servant’ to a simple collaboration between two 
specialist contributors. 

Dr Martin Barnes

How did Martin get to this conclusion?

What can be done differently?

There were no civil engineering works of significance in 
the UK after the collapse of the Roman Empire  until 
1768

John Smeaton started the construction of the Clyde 
canal in 1768 providing a route for sea-going vessels 
between the Firth of Forth and the Firth of Clyde at the 
narrowest part of the Scottish Lowlands 

This 35 mile canal was completed in 1790

Civil engineering in the UK
Forth and Clyde 
Canal

Smeaton in 1768 set down his 
management scheme for the 
construction phase with detailed tables 
of responsibility for:

• the engineer in chief, 

• the resident engineer and 

• the ‘surveyors’ for the various 
geographical sections working under 
him. 

This provides a model which is still 
used today – master- servant

He favoured using contractors provided the 
contractor was not selected on the basis of 
the lowest tender. 

Administration 
of contracts? 

Administration of contracts

Extracts from Joseph Locke’s one sided contracts 
1840 (Paris to Le Havre Railway )

The parties engage from this time to refer any contested 
points to Mr Locke, Engineer, who will decide thereon as 
sovereign arbitrator, from whose decision there shall be no 
appeal or recourse to cassation and also as an amicable 
judge dispensing with the forms and delays of procedure.

Powers of the engineer

Sir Joseph Bazalgette’s standard form of contract for 
London’s major sewer projects and the embankments 
on the Thames 1860s was adopted by the Metropolitan 
Board of Works. 

Model for first edition of the ICE contract published in 
1945!

This form of contract is based on a master servant 
relationship

Standard forms of contract

GCC / JBCC are based on 
the same philosophy!
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Project approved Design by employer 
contracting strategy

Project definition

Preliminary design

Detailed design and documentation

Tender stage

Construction 
stage

Defects 
liability period

Traditional preplanned delivery of works

Each stage completed before 
proceeding with the next

Basis for payment - historic

If all the work can be identified at the time when the contract 
is concluded 

• lump sum (for convenience broken down into a 
number of lump sums liked to milestones / activities

• bills of quantities 

Professional service providers paid on the basis of 
percentage of the cost of construction 

Bills of quantities – traditional view

ICE published a  

• standard procedure for the drafting of bills of 
quantities for civil engineering work in 1933 

• the Standard Method of Measurement of Civil 
Engineering Quantities in 1953 

Building bills are not subject to remeasurement

Civil engineering bills are regarded as estimates of the 
work and are as such subject to remeasurement

Traditional forms of contract
• framed around 

- the design by employer contracting strategy
- lump sum contracts or bills of quantity

• contains detailed administrative procedures 
regarding the various stages of the project and the 
preparation of payment certificates by contractors  

• drafted to allow the engineer / principal agent to 
establish
- if the work is ahead or behind programme
- the work is above or below budget
- what the is right price for any extra work which 
has been done

• the unexpected is allowed to take its course

“Fast track” projects 

What happens if all the work cannot be identified at the time 
when the contract is concluded ?

• Prime costs – amounts for materials to be supplied by 
the contract are included in bills and replaced by 
actual cost when item is fully specified

• Provisional sums / budgetary allowances and 
contingency allowances

• Nominated and selected subcontractors 

Fast track projects

Contract value of main contract 
excluding subcontracts and 
related markups (fixed 
component)

Estimated value of subcontracts 
including markups (highly 
variable component)

Price adjustment for inflation
(projected component)

Contract value at award
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Cost overruns on fast track projects

Contract value of main contract 
excluding subcontracts and 
related markups (fixed 
component)

Estimated value of subcontracts 
including markups (highly 
variable component)

Price adjustment for inflation
(projected component)

Contract value at award

Final contract value

Actual value of 
subcontracts 
including 
markups

Final price 
adjustment 
for inflation

Difference = risk 
associated with delivery 
model / poor estimates

Cost of 
changes to 
scope of work 
after contract 
concluded

PAY AS YOU GO SYSTEM

Office of Government Commerce (UK)

Common Minimum Standards for Procurement of Built 
Environments in the Public Sector

Procurement strategies and contract types must support the
development of collaborative relationships between the 
government client and its suppliers and shall facilitate the early 
appointment of integrated supply teams (each part of which 
should incorporate an integrated supply chain).

Guidance states:
Traditional, nonintegrated procurement approaches should not be 
used unless it can be clearly shown that they offer best value
for money – this means, in practice they will seldom be used.

What would we like to do differently?

• get early contractor involvement e.g. design and 
build / develop and construct

• improve integration in the project

• use tools for value and risk management

• collaborative relationships

• partner / share the cost risk

• develop long term relationships

What would we like to do differently?

• get early contractor involvement e.g. design and 
build / develop and construct

• improve integration in the project

• use tools for value and risk management

• collaborative relationships

• partner / share the cost risk

• develop long term relationships

How is this done without lump sum contracts /bills of quantities?

1) appoint a contractor in the absence of a scope of  work?

2) share the cost risk?

How do we enter into long term relationships without a firm 
scope of work

Wages and 
salaries

Materials at 
open market 
rates

+
Overhead 
fee

Equipment at agreed 
rates, market related  
rates or percentage up or 
down on a hire list

Subcontract costs

Fee

Fee

+

+

Tendered

Tendered

Tendered

Tendered

Tender margins, overheads and equipment and be paid on 
this basis

nec3 Engineering and Construction Contract

Defined cost:

• Amount due to subcontractors before any deductions for 
retention etc, delay damages etc

plus
• Cost of components in the Schedule of Cost Components 

NB. Costs not included in defined cost is in the Fee

Disallowed costs need to be deducted
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nec 3 schedule of cost components

amounts paid by insurers (deducted)Insurance 7

hourly rates for categories of staff plus 
percentage overhead

Design6

hourly rates for categories of staff plus 
percentage overhead

Manufacture and 
fabrication

5

payment for water and electricity, payments to 
local authorities, and overhead charge for 
overheads in Working Areas (percentage x 
people cost)

Charges4

competitive tendered or market related prices Plant and 
Materials

3

agreed, competitive tendered or market related 
prices 

Equipment2

cost of people according to time worked in the 
Working Area 

People1

Basis of costComponent #
Disallowed cost

• Cost which the Project Manager decides :

-not justifiable

-should not have been paid to a subcontractor

-was incurred because a contractor did not follow a 
procedure or give an early warning

• Cost:

-of correcting defects after completion or caused by 
Contractor not complying with a constraint on how he is to 
provide the works

-of plant, materials and resources not used to provide the 
works (after allowing reasonable wastage / availability / 
utilization)

-associated with an adjudication or tribunal

Cost reimbursable contract

• Contractor paid Defined Cost plus Fee 
• Contractor forecasts out turn at monthly intervals
• Compensation events change the forecast

Question: how do we control productivity?

nec3 – ECC Main Option E Target contract

ISO 6707-2, Building and civil engineering - Vocabulary -
Part 2: Contract terms

a cost reimbursement contract in which a preliminary  
target cost is estimated and on completion of the work 
the difference between the target cost and the actual 
cost is apportioned between the client and the 
contractor on an agreed basis

Key issues

the employer and the contractor need to 
• agree on the target
• how to pay the Contractor for work done
• how to adjust the target to compensate the 

contractor for changes in the scope and timing of 
the works, the failure by the Employer to act timeously in 
accordance with the provisions of the contract, 
encountering physical conditions which are considered 
unlikely to occur, price inflation etc; 

• how to incentivise the contractor to propose changes to 
the scope which result in financial savings

• how to share any savings or overruns

C - Target contract with activity schedule
D - Target contract with bill of quantities (not recommended)

Used where the client wishes to share the cost risk

Total of Prices is the ‘target’
– Kept equitable by compensation events

• Paid on a cost reimbursable basis (Defined cost plus Fee)
• Over-run, under-run is shared in accordance with an agreed 

formula

Main Options C and D – Target contract
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Target based on:

The Prices =  lump sum prices for each

activity unless later changed

in accordance with the contract

Monthly payments based on: 

Price for Work Done to Date  = total Defined Cost plus the Fee

(Defined cost = payment to subcontractors + cost of 
components in cost schedule less disallowed cost )

Target controls
productivity

nec 3 ECC provisions 

Agreed target

Payment for 
work done

Compensation events 
• Changes to works information (scope of work) except 

where a change is made to accept a defect

• Employer delays the contractor

• Project manager gives an instruction to stop or start the 
work or fails to reply to a communication

• The Employer or others do not do what they have to do

• The Supervisor changes a decision

• Contractor encounters unforeseen physical conditions

• An event which is the Employer’s risk

Etc
“Target cost “ is adjusted for compensation events except where 
the Works Information is changed following proposals made by 
the Contractor   Incentivised contractor

Change management

gain (share 
of savings)

Rand

Target Price (initial) 

Target Price (final) 
adjusted for 
compensation events

Final “cost”

Contractor gain

Rand

Target Price (initial)
Target Price (final) 
adjusted for 
compensation events

Final “cost”

pain (share of 
cost overrun)

Contractor pain

payment to 
contractor

payment to 
contractor

Sharing of 
savings / overruns

Pain and gain proportions

Gain / pain calculated for each increment separately

20%30%15%20%< 80%

40%40%15%30%80 - 90

50%50%30%40%91 - 95

50%50%45%50%96 - 100

100%50%50%50%101 - 105

100%75%60%60%106 - 110

100%75%75%70%111 - 120

100%100%15%20%>120 %

Contractor’s shareShare 
range

Guaranteed 
maximum price

Contactor looses profit 
but not “put out of 
business

Little incentive / not 
much likelihood of 
bringing costs to 
below this level

Procurement of contractors

Open book accounting

Financial Offer + Quality + (Preference )

Evaluate Financial Offer based on:
• tender assessment schedule with assumed 

costs and tendered parameters

• tendered target price tender assessment 
schedule with assumed costs

Quality evaluation is very important 

Option 1 
Negotiated 
target price

Option 2 
Tendered 
target price 

Auditing the SCC

Invoices and proof of payment
Hourly rates in contract data 

Design outside of 
the working area

Hourly rates in contract data Manufacture & 
fabrication

Invoices and proof of paymentCharges

Invoices and proof of paymentPlant & materials

RandVerificationComponent

Invoices and proof of payment
Log sheets

Equipment

Payroll sheetsPeople

Joint Civils Division is developing a specification for the 
auditing of defined cost in NEC ECC3 Options C, D and E 
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NEC3 contracts

Designed to encourage collaboration and teamwork

Provide:
• effective control of change
• speedy agreement of time, quality and cost impacts of 

change
• improved early forecasting of end costs
• greater accuracy of end date forecasts
• early warning of risks and potential change 
• quick dispute resolution mechanisms. 

Outcome – risks can be shared

Foundational to collaborative relationships

NEC3 contracts

The key processes and procedures associated with the NEC 
typically relate to: 

• Risk management (risk register)
• Time control (accepted programme)
• Change control (compensation events)
• Cost control (focus on out-turn cost)
• Acceleration
• Quality control (defects reporting and rectification)
• Standard reporting requirements
• Dispute resolution (adjudication)

Early warning
Party gives an early warning to other Party as soon as 
becoming aware of a matter that could:
• increase the total of the Prices
• delay Completion
• change the Accepted Programme
• delay meeting a Key Date or
• impair the performance of the works in use

(The Contractor  may also give an early warning regarding 
any other matter which could increase his total cost)

Risk management (Early warning) Early warning Contract Data by Parties
identify matters to be 
included in the risk 
register prior to the 
formation of the contract. 

The Employer / PM enters 
early warning matters in 
the Risk Register

Either Party may instruct the 
other Party to attend a risk 
reduction meeting; those 
attending co-operate in
• making and considering 

proposals to avoid or 
reduce the risk, 

• seeking solutions,
• deciding actions, 
• updating Risk Register

Risk register

The Employer revises 
the Risk Register to 
record the decisions 
and issues the revised 
Risk Register

Risk management (Risk Register)

Accepted Programme: Programme identified in the 
Contract Data or the latest programme accepted by the 
PM. The latest programme accepted by the PM
supersedes previous Accepted Programmes

Contractor obligations:

Complete work by Completion date and if not face delay 
damages, unless the Completion date is changed by 
compensation events.

Do the work so that the Condition stated for each Key Date 
is met by the Key Date, failing which the Employer may 
recover additional costs incurred in carrying out the work or 
by paying an additional amount to Others in carrying out 
work

Time controls (Accepted programme)

The Accepted Programme includes:
• various Key Dates
• the order and timing of operations
• the order and timing of work of the Employer and   

Others
• provisions for float and time risk allowances
• for each operation, a statement of how Contractor 

plans to do work, or if applicable, how each item in a 
Task or activity relates to the operations on each 
programme

• any other information which is required in terms of the 
Works Information

A programme needs to be updated:
• on instruction by the Employer 
• when the Contractor chooses
• within the interval stated in Contract Data 

Accepted programme
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Compensation events are events which, if they occur, 
and do not arise from the Contractor's fault, entitle 
compensation for any effect the event has on the 

• Prices

• Key Dates 

• Completion Date

The assessments of compensation events deal with both 
additional money and additional time

Creates rolling “final account” with early settlement and 
no late end of contract claims for delay and/or disruption. 

Change controls (Compensation events) Compensation events

Contractor discusses different ways of dealing 
with compensation events with PM  and may 
be instructed to provide alternative quotations

PM instructs changes to 
the Works Information

Contractor notifies PM of an 
event that has happened or is 
about to happen within 8 weeks

PM decides the notified event:
-arises from a fault of the 
Contractor
-has not happened and is not 
expected to happen
-has no effect of Defined Cost, 
Completion or meeting a Key Date
-is not a compensation event 
provided for in the contract

No 
action

PM 
instructs 

Contractor  
to submit 

quotations

yes

no

Compensation events (continued)

Contractor submits, 
within 3 weeks his 
proposed quotations 
to the PM re changes 
to the total of Prices, 
the Completions Dates 
and Key Dates as well 
as any proposed 
changes to the 
Accepted Programme

PM replies 
within two 
weeks 

Total of Prices, Key 
Date,  and Completion 

Date revised as 
necessary

accept 
quotation make own 

assessment

No 
action

no change to Works 
Information

submit a 
revised 
quotation

Change to the total of Prices

Assessed as the affect of the compensation event on:

• the actual Defined Cost of work already done

• the forecasted Defined Cost of Work

• the resulting Fee
A schedule of cost components / 
shorter schedule of cost components 
is used to assess costs wrt:
• people
• equipment
• materials and plant
• charges
• manufacture and fabrication
• design

• insurance

Percentage fee for 
direct work and 

subcontracted work

Change to the total of Prices

All changes at the risk of the employer  are valued at 
defined cost plus the contractor’s fee percentage 
with no reference to tendered rates or prices.

The contractor should not be in a be in a better or 
worse position than before the change. 

Approach also allows alternative quotations to be 
called for and evaluated and brings a contractor 
back to the same position that he would have been 
at the time of tender.

Design works

Scope works

Document works

Construct  
works

Hand over 
works

Decision taken to 
proceed with a project 
(funds in place)

Appoint design 
professionals on 
percentage basis

Award construction works 
contract on lump sum / 
bills of quantities

Contract 
completed

Opportunities

Project cycle 
with 
traditional 
pre-planned 
contracting 
strategy
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Design works

Scope works

Document  works

Construct  
works

Hand over 
works

Decision taken to 
proceed with a project 
(funds in place)

Appoint Contractor 
on Target Contract 
(negotiated target 
price)

Contract 
completed

Design and build 
contracting strategy

Project cycle

Develop 
concept for 
works

Agree Target Price / 
evoke escape 
clause

Framework agreements

ISO/DIS 10845 defines a framework agreement as:

agreement between an organization and one or more 
contractors, the purpose of which is to establish the terms 
governing contracts to be awarded during a given period, in 
particular with regard to price and, where appropriate, the 
quantity envisaged

Contract period – 3 to 5 years

Contractor can be instructed to perform works within  this term 
even if it extends beyond the term

Develop 
concept for 
works

Scope works

Document  works

Construct  
works

Hand over 
works

Project cycle

1

2 3 4

Programme of projects

Framework Agreements

Design works

Appoint framework 
contractor

Agree Target Price

Cost models

• Allocate costs on projects to elements

• Develop elemental cost model

• Use elemental cost model to benchmark target 
price

What about professional service contracts?

nec3 Professional Service Contract has a target contract option

Completed contractsPost completion 6

Construction works 
capable of being used 
by the client as 
intended.

Manufacture, 
fabrication  and 
construction 

5

Completed  and client 
accepted production 
information

Production 
information

4

Client approved design 
development report

Design 
development

3

Client approved 
concept report

Concept2

Client approved 
strategic brief

Preparation 1

Time

(Option E)

Target cost

(Option C)

NEC Target contracts

(UK Building contracts – 2004 
survey)

Up to 

Why cant it be used on smaller projects?
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Case study – eThekwini – replacement of city’s AC water 
mains

Programme management contracts
Employer

Programme manager 4 x Design professional team

4 x Large contractor

16 x Subcontractors

3
Engineering and construction 
contract

Professional service contract

CIDB Specification for social and economic 
deliverables in construction works contracts

Time frames
Feb 2007 - concept introduced 

- workshop with officials, consultants and contractors
Mar 2007 - calls for expressions of interest
May 2007 - shortlisted respondents invited to tender
May 2007 - tenders closed
June 2007 - tenders evaluated and awarded

1 July 2007   - work starts (new financial year)

Current production – ~  80 km /month  
Temporary workers employed
(rotate every 4 months)  - 3 800 workers (21% of total cost)           

- training offered in pipe laying etc
- HIV Aids awareness workshops

16 Subcontractors (co-contractors)
- current annual turnover mostly 
« R750k but up to R5m

- key performance assessment at 
inception and at regular intervals

- performing 10% of value of work 
but planned to increase to 20%

- end turnovers in 2010 projected to  
be  between R1m and R 10m

-One official managing 
the project
-Contracts awarded 1 
July 07
-Three year contract
Expenditure at 1 Sept 
08 > R400 m

Project outcomes University of the Witwatersrand - Capital projects programme
Call for expression of interest – shortlisted three tenderers

Invite tenderers to submit a target price based on available 
information

Evaluate tenders on the basis of:

• preference

• financial offer (total of prices from activity schedule plus 
adjustment to reflect the impact of the tendered parameters 
(percentages and rates)

• quality (cost control systems; organization and staffing, 
experience of staff allocated to the project and proposed 
programme (activity schedule, proposed completion & 
approach to activities)

Revise activity schedule to suite budget prior to signing the 
contract / negotiate work for other projects in the programme

Component
1 People
2 Equipment
3 Plant and Materials
4 Charges
5 Manufacture and       
fabrication
6  Design

Subcontractor fee 
percentage

Direct  fee percentage

Total of prices for equipment, 
plant and materials and 
labour for all the activities 
associated with own work in 
the working area

Preliminary and general items 
Supervisory staff 
Storeman and security guards
Transport of workers to site
Head office overheads
Profit
Insurance
Perfomance bond & finance on retentions
Attendance on subcontractors
Electricity, power and water
Notice board
Telephones
Towercrane
Site accommodation and storage sheds

Mapping exercise

The basic interaction between Engineer and Contractor has 
mutated over the last hundred and fifty years from ‘master 
and servant’ to a simple collaboration between two 
specialist contributors. 

Dr Martin Barnes

How did Martin get to this conclusion?

What can be done differently?

vehicle:  nec3 Target contract (option 
c) with activity schedule?
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